
Frequently Asked Questions about the  
NWEA Measure of Academic Progress 
 
What is MAP/MPG? 
MAP is a computerized adaptive test that enables us to identify the 
instructional readiness of each student. 

● MAP stands for Measures of Academic Progress. 
● MPG stands for MAP for Primary Grades.  

 
When taking a MAP/MPG assessment, the difficulty of each question is based on how well a 
student answers the previous questions. When a student answers correctly, the questions become 
more difficult and conversely, when a student answers incorrectly, the questions become less 
difficult.  
 
When and why do we use MAP/MPG?  
The MAP/MPG assessment is given twice per year (fall & early spring) as the data is used to 
inform instructional planning and support decision-making related to various educational 
programs and services offered within the district.  
 
The MAP data informs:  

● understanding and identification of the instructional level of each student.  
● flexible grouping of students for instructional delivery and practice.  
● selection of appropriate resources and materials for instruction and assessment.  
● feedback for students regarding academic achievement and growth.  
● individualized goal setting with students.  

 
How can my child be prepared to take the MAP/MPG? 
While students cannot specifically study for these assessments, there are some steps students can 
take to be prepared for MAP/MPG: 

● Get a good night’s sleep prior to testing 
● Eat a healthy breakfast the morning of testing 
● Try their best but understand that it is an adaptive assessment and that they will likely 

encounter items that they may not be able to confidently answer. 
 
What MAP/MPG Assessments do students take? 

● Students in grade 1 take the Reading and Math MPG assessment. 
● Students in grades 2-6 take the Reading, Language Usage, and Math assessment. 
● Students in grades 7 & 8 take the Language Usage and Math assessment. 



 
Is MAP/MPG the only data that the district uses to determine students’ instructional levels 
in math, reading and language usage? 

● It is important to remember that MAP is just one  piece of multiple assessments and 
data points for determining students’ instructional levels and progress.  

○ Formative and summative assessments are occurring in the classroom on a 
daily basis helping teachers get informative data on students.  

○ District-specific assessments (such as R-CBM) occur to benchmark and 
progress monitor students’ reading and mathematical progress.  

○ Students in grades 3-8 take the PARCC assessment in the spring. 
 

What is a RIT Score? 
● A RIT is an estimation of a student’s instructional level according to their Zone of 

Proximal Development, allowing a child’s teacher to see exactly what the child is ready 
to learn as well as areas to reinforce and introduce through teacher-lead scaffolding and 
instruction.  

● Similar to a chart parents may have at home to mark a child’s height at a certain age, a 
RIT is an estimation of student’s academic progress and growth in school. Similar to 
height, an inch is always one inch and a RIT is always one RIT. This equal interval scale 
makes measuring growth extremely consistent. 

● Teachers, parents and students can refer to the RIT Reference Charts to see how specific 
assessment items align with RIT score ranges: 

○ http://www.nwea.org/sites/www.nwea.org/files/resources/RIT%20Charts.zip 
 
Which reports will be mailed to parents and when? 
After MAP testing in fall & early spring, a student progress report will be mailed home to 
parents. This report will detail the MAP/MPG scores and will give parents the projected growth 
target for their child. A guide to reading the Progress Report will also be sent home in 
conjunction to the report. 
 
 
What is a Lexile? What is normal for ”x” grade? 
A Lexile measures the number of words in a sentence and a text’s vocabulary. The Lexile does 
not evaluate genre, theme, content or interest. Even though a student might be able to read books 
at a certain Lexile, the content or theme of the text may not be appropriate for that particular 
student because of his or her age or developmental level. Also, a students may be able to read 
more difficult content if it is an area of interest for that child since he/she may already be familiar 
with some of the vocabulary necessary to comprehend the text.  
 

http://www.nwea.org/sites/www.nwea.org/files/resources/RIT%20Charts.zip


The Lexiles range given on a student’s individual progress report correlates with the students’ 
RIT range and the Lexile Scale. It is listed as a 150 pt range. Students should be able to read 
books independently at the lower end of their range, and with guidance at the top end of their 
given range.  

 
* The Common Core Standards advocate a "staircase" of increasing text complexity, beginning 
in grade 2, so that students can develop their reading skills and apply them to more difficult 
texts. At the lowest grade in each band, students focus on reading texts within that text 
complexity band. In the subsequent grade or grades within a band, students must "stretch" to 
read a certain proportion of texts from the next higher text complexity band. This pattern repeats 
itself throughout the grades so that students can both build on earlier literacy gains and 
challenge themselves with texts at a higher complexity level. Lexile measures and the Lexile 
ranges above help to determine what text is appropriate for each grade band and what should be 
considered "stretch" text. 
 
For primary, and lower readers, Beginning Reader (BR) is a code given to readers and text that 
are below 0L on the Lexile scale. In some cases, for readers, a BR code is followed by a number 
and L (e.g., BR150L). A Lexile reader measure of BR150L indicates that the Lexile measure of 
the reader is 150 units below 0L. The smaller the number following the BR code, the more 
advanced the reader is. 
 
To learn more about Lexile:  https://lexile.com/about-lexile/lexile-video/  

https://lexile.com/about-lexile/lexile-video/

